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 Styling the Sound: Vocal Coaching The Big Knife explores the journey from 
research, to rehearsal and finally concludes with a post-production evaluation of the 
Theatre VCU production of Clifford Odets’s The Big Knife, directed by Tawnya Pettiford-
Wates.  In Chapter 1 I discuss the process I went through in preparing myself, the director 
and actors for the demands of the production.  This section of the thesis focuses on the 
research aspect of the work I did.  Chapter 2 focuses on the auditions for the show, first 
read-through and rehearsal process.  Also, the one-on-one time spent with actors is also 
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analyzed in this chapter.  Finally, I discuss the evolution of the show during public 
performance and how I felt as the show drew to a close. 







Wanting to be a part of a Clifford Odets production was a large part of me since I 
had first been exposed to his work while training with the Atlantic Theatre Company in 
2001.  It had been brewing inside me but I never expected this dream to become reality.  
Much to my pleasant surprise this changed during the second year of my graduate studies 
at Virginia Commonwealth University.  Rumors began to surface that Dr. Tawnya 
Pettiford-Wates was considering directing The Big Knife.  The rumors soon turned to fact 
and I mentioned to a fellow graduate student how much I would love to vocal coach the 
show.  Not a week later Dr. T knocked on my door and asked me if I wanted the job of 
vocal coach and I accepted. 
There was no time to waste.  That next moment we dove into a discussion 
regarding her initial thoughts on casting, the slight changes that would put her individual 
stamp on the piece and how she planned to make it her own.  During our initial 
conversation we discussed the casting of women in male roles, dialect choices including 
Yiddish and British and the change of the black butler to a British one instead.  As we 
moved forward with the project we never sat down and had a traditional meeting but 
instead we would exchange ideas while running between classes or during a chance 
meeting at the copy machine. 
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During the audition process it became clear that our original intention to change the 
gender of some of the characters was not a viable choice.  We did, however, find the talent 
we needed to confidently move forward with rehearsals.  The process was four weeks long, 
including tech. week.  I spent half an hour to an hour outside of rehearsal every week with 
each actor approaching any vocal difficulties they, or I, might find themselves having.   
Excitement about the piece was in the air.
  3 
 
 
CHAPTER 1:  Pre-Production 
 
 The Big Knife is the story of Charlie Castle, a 1940’s Hollywood star with the 
perfect life – a wife, Marion Castle, and a child, and a studio that wants him to sign a 
contract for fourteen years.  Unfortunately his wife is threatening to leave him if he agrees 
because she believes the studio is killing his artistic soul.  The studio, run by Marcus Hoff 
with his shifty assistant Smiley Coy, is threatening to blackmail him into agreeing to the 
contract.  They know Charlie was involved in a drunk-driving incident with his mistress, 
Dixie Evans, which led to the death of an innocent child.  Buddy Bliss, his friend and 
studio publicist, took the blame and claimed to be driving the vehicle.  Charlie’s agent, Nat 
Danzinger, is trying his best to do what’s right for his client while his best friend, Hank 
Teagle, is in love with his wife and torn between supporting his friend and loving the 
woman he can’t have.  Charlie’s life is further complicated by Connie Bliss, Buddy’s wife, 
another of his mistresses and a nosey gossip columnist, Patty Benedict.  To round out the 
cast of characters is the meddling neighbor, Dr. Frary, and an incompetent butler named 
Russell. 
 During my first year of graduate school Janet Rodgers suggested I read the book 
Vocal Direction for the Theatre by Nan Withers-Wilson.  It was this text that led me 
through my pre-production journey for The Big Knife.  The book provides excellent 
examples of how to score a script and what to look for as you prepare to vocal coach.  I 
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read through the script the first time just to enjoy the story.  The second time I read through 
the play I began to look for obvious vocal challenges for the actor and other elements 
suggested in Withers Wilson’s book. 
 The first challenge I came across was something we often encounter but don’t 
always acknowledge as a problem – background music; there were numerous places where 
the script indicated that music would be playing in the background.  If this were taken into 
account by director, sound designer and vocal coach, the audience should have no problem 
hearing an actor.  I planned to make sure the actors were reminded regularly of this fact 
and to prepare them to meet that challenge. 
 The period of the play was also something that needed to be reflected vocally.  
There were words and phrases in the script that were unfamiliar to me and I knew would 
be just as puzzling to the actors.  This meant I would have to either locate these words in a 
slang dictionary from the period or gather what I could through context clues. 
 Through movies and television I also knew that the musicality, resonance and rate 
of speech all had a distinctive effect on the dialogue of the day.  It seemed to me that one 
great resource would be watching movies of the 1940’s and 50’s.  Also, I had learned from 
the vocal history chapter of Withers-Wilson’s book that a very specific vocal training was 
important to the actors of the 20’s, 30’s and 40’s.  This was especially true since the 1920’s 
was the dawning of moving pictures with sound.  Two women of great importance in the 
field at this time were Margaret Pendergast McClean and Edith Skinner.  Since that time 
McClean’s text has become hard to acquire but Skinner’s text lives on my bookshelf and I 
know it well. 
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 There were also incidental vocals to consider.  In more than one scene physical 
violence was indicated.  It is the vocal reaction to the violence that can either sink or sell 
the moment.  This would need to be discussed and decided upon as the specific choices 
about the violence were made.  Also, an overwhelming grief envelopes the lead female at 
the closing of the show so I knew I needed to review notes from the Vocal Extremes class I 
had taken the year before. 
 In addition to these basic vocal considerations mentioned above there were dialect 
requests from the Director.  When we began work, only the British and Yiddish dialects 
had been decided on.  As rehearsals continued we added three more dialects to the aural 
mix.  This would be a great challenge for the actors and me.  It also meant that the one-on-
one work, outside of the main rehearsals, were all that more important for our success. 
 With these basic observations made I knew I was in for much hard work.  Did I 
have the resources to help the actors?  Was my training solid enough to share?  Was there 
going to be enough time for all the research?  And would the actors have the dedication to 
execute all I was asking? 
 
Meeting with the Director 
 Dr. Tawnya Pettiford-Wates and I weren’t strangers when we began working on 
The Big Knife.  I had assisted the vocal coach on Pettiford-Wates’ production of For 
Colored Girls… in spring 2008 at Virginia Commonwealth University.  I also was the 
vocal coach for a VCU production of A Raisin in the Sun in which she played the role of 
Lena Younger during the fall semester of 2008.  Since these both were positive 
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experiences for me this made the relationship between me, as the vocal coach and Dr. 
Pettiford-Wates, as the director, one of ease and security. 
 As previously mentioned, our initial meeting regarding the show was informal.  It 
was an easy, creative, exciting discussion.  Dr. Pettiford-Wates let me know that she 
wanted to experiment with the original casting suggestions drawn up by Odets.  This was 
not surprising to me because Pettiford-Wates is always looking to push boundaries and 
make us think as audience members, actors and production staff. 
 The first instruction she gave me was to change Russell’s ethnicity.  According to 
the script he is described as, “…the Negro butler,” (Odets, 5).  Instead, this character 
would be sent in the opposite direction – Caucasian and British.  This would mean the lines 
would have to be rewritten since Odets had penned the character in the “black” dialect of 
the period.  I planned to keep as much of the original wording as possible.  This decision to 
change the butler’s ethnicity was not discussed in length with me but it did leave me 
teaching an authentic dialect instead of a stereotype which I appreciated. 
 Pettiford-Wates then moved on to talk about thoughts she had on the character of 
Smiley Coy.  In the script the description of Smiley reads,  
  He is elegant, loose jointed and deft, he is completely competent,   
  cynical, calm and courteous, he has many of the witty and amusing  
  characteristics of the professional Irishman, including a certain   
  atmosphere of loneliness. (Odets, 21) 
The idea she had would take the character in a very different direction.  Instead of casting 
Smiley as a man, Pettiford-Wates wanted to find a woman to play the part.  Immediately I 
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was confused, but she went on to explain.  The role would be modeled after a character 
like that of a black widow – a stealthy, sexy, dangerous woman who revels in killing and 
who is attractive to both men and women.  I loved the idea!  And I knew that the women in 
the department would also find this prospect exciting. 
 The final character we discussed in the impromptu meeting was Nat Danziger.  She 
was considering making this role into an opportunity for a woman instead of a man as well.  
The idea would be that this character was a widow of a powerful Hollywood agent who 
took over the management of her dead husband’s clients after he passed.  Pettiford-Wates 
also made it clear she wanted this character to be Jewish, which is where the dialect work 
became obvious. 
 
Deciding on a Speech Style 
 Deciding on a speech style was, in an odd way, a difficult and simple decision; 
simple, in that the vocal history in Withers-Wilson’s book told me exactly whose vocal 
methods were popular at the time; difficult, in the way that each character still needed to 
sound like an individual though coming from the same basic training style.   
 In this case the basic instruction would be coming from Skinner and her text, Speak 
with Distinction.   
  Throughout the 1920’s, 30’s and 40’s Theatre Speech or Transatlantic  
  was taught in America’s professional acting schools.  It represented a  
  neutral dialect that borrowed from both Standard British and Standard  
  American pronunciations. (Withers-Wilson, 9) 
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Though this book was not the text that actors of the period would necessarily have studied, 
it was the best example currently available of the speech standard of the time.  I created a 
packet, based on information from the Skinner book that included all sound changes that 
were reflective of the time period and the CD that accompanies the newer editions of The 
Skinner book.  Elements of this CD could be used by those actors less familiar with the 
International Phonetic Alphabet and, thereby, more able to learn by listening. 
 Because the show was cast before Christmas break there was a good deal of time 
for the actors to go off on their own and do research.  I sent them off with their Edith 
Skinner packets and a list of movies from the period that I thought would be of use.  I 
requested they watch films, listening for sounds that were different from those to which 
they were accustomed.  They were also asked to listen to the rhythm and musicality of the 
speech.  Finally they were asked to select actors whom they felt vocally or physically 
resembled the role they would be playing in The Big Knife.  This letter detailing their 
instructions and the movie list are included in the appendix of this document. 
 
Deciding on a Prototype 
 The actors returned from Christmas break with an energy of excitement and 
anticipation that was palpable.  In my classes, actors from the show were asking about film 
examples and running ideas by me.  Obviously the final decisions were not mine but I 
encouraged some to follow the path they were on and suggested new ideas to others. 
 It was Trevor Dawkins, cast in the role of Charlie castle, who first approached me 
for assistance with his work.  We met and he had obviously been doing his homework.  
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While watching movies he had made a connection between the actor Robert Mitchum and 
his role.  He also felt that Gregory Peck was another good source of vocal inspiration.  I 
was impressed because Trevor had made an appointment to meet with me before we even 
began the official rehearsal process.  If this was the dedication I could expect from the rest 
of our cast I knew we would have a great show. 
 During the first rehearsal Dr. Pettiford-Wates asked each cast member to share their 
actor inspiration with the rest of the cast.  The following is a list of those actors and whom 
they chose to emulate: 
 Jacquelyn Rae Camden (Patty Benedict) - Katherine Hepburn 
       Hedda Hopper 
 
 Sara Schmatz (female understudy) -  Katherine Hepburn 
 Katherine Dingle (Connie Bliss) -  Eva Gardner 
 Trevor Dawkins (Charlie Castle) -   Robert Mitchum 
       Gregory Peck 
 Zach Jesse (Buddy Bliss) -   Young William Macy 
 Phil Reid (Nat Danziger) -    Gene Lockhart 
       S.Z. Sakall 
 Kirsten Riiber (Marion Castle) -  Lauren Bacall 
 Marie Weigle (Dixie Evans) -  Marilyn Monroe 
 Andrew Donnelly (Hank Teagle) -   in progress during this meeting 
 Brian Gartland (Marcus Hoff) -   John Marley 
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       Al Pacino 
       Albert Finey 
 Matthew Mitchell (Russell) -   Michael Caine 
 Phil Vollmer (Dr. Frary) -   Tony Curtis 
Dallas Tolentino, who played Smiley Coy, was at another rehearsal that night but later 
informed me that his inspiration was not clear.  As rehearsals continued, however, a choice 
became apparent to me and Dr. T.  We approached Dallas and asked if he would like to 
experiment with an Asian dialect.  We weren’t sure initially which one and thought it 
might be more fun for Dallas if he picked the exact dialect and inspirational period actor.  
There were a wide range of possibilities but little book bound resource material.  His 
choice was Bruce Lee. 
 With initial ideas expressed and approved by the director it became my job to 
deepen the level of knowledge for myself and the actors.  I started looking for materials 
that were prime examples of the work of the selected actors.  This was both challenging 
and entertaining for everyone involved. 
 
A Search for Prototypes 
 The time had come for me to move from the page to the screen.  I located films that 
included those 1940’s screen actors whom the cast of The Big Knife had suggested as their 
inspiration.  Netflix became a great source of material for me.  Not only are you able to 
request movies sent to you through the mail, but some are available for viewing online the 
moment you locate them. 
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 Though Robert Mitchum is older in The Big Sleep, I felt that this was a good place 
to look for helpful hints as to the vocal life with which Trevor was considering 
experimenting during rehearsals.  The acting style of the film, The Big Sleep, is similar to 
that of the play, The Big Knife, and at that point in Mitchum’s career his vocal 
characteristics were well established.  In the movie he has a groveling sound that gives him 
a tough edge.  In the movie he has a strong chest voice where the main resonance occurs.  
This seemed to be a key for Trevor since he doesn’t have that same dangerous, gravely 
sound.  It was decided during the initial rehearsal of The Big Knife that Cary Grant’s life 
story would serve as a character building motivation, but would not weigh heavily in the 
vocal creation of the role of Charlie Castle. 
 The Philadelphia Story was the source-movie for the vocal work for those actresses 
choosing to have Katherine Hepburn inspire their work.  She was the actress picked by 
both Sara, the female understudy, and Jacquelyn, playing Patty Benedict, for their base 
exploration.  The Philadelphia Story was especially good for Jacquelyn because both 
women were playing journalists.  The strong personality, quick-tongue and sharp wit of 
both characters led me to believe this was a perfect vocal match.  The fact that Hepburn 
was trained in the vocal techniques of the time but mixed her own northeastern flavor with 
it made her even more of a strong mining source for vocal research. 
 Again, the movie The Big Sleep became part of my research.  Only this time I was 
watching Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall.  Kirsten picked Bacall as the inspiration 
for her vocal work.  Bacall’s vocal traits are most often labeled as sexy because of her 
chest resonance mixed with low volume.  In the film Bacall’s low pitched, resonant voice 
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was both sexy and powerful.  Her pacing and rhythm make it clear that she is a woman in 
control, much like the character Kirsten was hoping to embrace. 
 Watching The Godfather is always a joy.  In this case, however to assist Brian 
Gartland in flushing out more of his character of Marcus, I was watching John Marley’s 
character in, The Godfather.  The character of Marcus is similar to that of Marley’s in The 
Godfather; they’re both hard headed men who say “no” to the wrong man.  Marley’s use of 
the lower register in the film conveys entitlement and power.  His pace is fairly quick but 
he has moments of indulgence when the character is reveling in the glory of being feared.  
For inspiration Brian also wanted to explore an older Al Pacino.  There are numerous 
movies to pick from when studying an older Pacino.  His work in Angels in America 
seemed most appropriate to me.  He was older and playing a man in authority who doesn’t 
end up getting what he wants.  Pacino has a distinct rhythm and musicality to his voice 
which makes him an easy source for imitation.  Brian, being a fantastic mimic, could do 
impressions of him easily.  The next step would be finding similar aspects of the voices of 
Pacino and Marley and cementing them with the truth of the character.  There was not 
much I could do to help Brian in that area; his acting training would become his assistant 
in realizing authenticity. 
 Attempting to stay in the suspense and Film Noir genres I decided to watch The 
Killers to learn all I could about the vocal life of Ava Gardner.  The light quality of her 
tone gives her an innocence and sincerity that draws the audience in.  This quality Katie 
Dingle needed to explore as she worked on establishing the vocal life of Connie.  Ava 
Gardner uses this innocence to lure men so that she can take advantage of them.  There’s 
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also a slight grit to her sound which gives her a sexy quality.  It is this dichotomy in her 
voice that intrigues us and makes us want to continue to watch and listen to her.  This 
interesting combination of vocal qualities were what Katie wanted to embrace while 
playing Connie, the alcohol infused seductress. 
 It is impossible to consider the great stars of film without including Marilyn 
Monroe.  She would inspire Marie Weigle’s work in creating the character of Dixie.  I 
watched the film Some Like it Hot.  Here is a classic example of the fun, flirty Monroe 
who, in so many of her films, has very few opportunities to show a more vulnerable side.  
Marie’s Dixie was full of life but we did get the opportunity to experience a softer aspect 
of her personality.  Monroe’s higher pitch and soft tone, as well as vocal energy, was a 
perfect role model for the innocent Dixie. 
 For the rest of my research I could easily find prototypes on CD’s, in texts and on 
websites.  Having actors who had been through the dialect course at this point in their 
education made my work easy because they knew what they had to do in order to learn the 
material.  There was only one actor who had not taken the dialect class at that point, but he 
was a student in my voice class and I had confidence in his abilities. 
 Matt Mitchell would be playing the British butler – Russell.  Michael Caine was his 
inspiration and I decided that watching the contemporary Batman movies would supply me 
with Caine acting as a wise, but well trained servant.  In these films Caine’s British is at its 
most proper.  He uses his words to give the audience the subtext without actually saying 
what he needs to say.  I supplied Matt with a copy of the chapter from Paul Meier’s book, 
Accents and Dialects for Stage and Screen, which discusses the Standard British dialect.  
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In addition to this I created a CD of accompanying materials for the chapter so that he 
could read and hear the sound changes that occurred.  With these tools I knew Matt would 
easily grasp the Standard British dialect. 
 Phil Reid, who would play Nat, needed to have a Jewish dialect.  He already had 
many of the resources I would have supplied to him.  Again, the Meier chapter on Jewish 
dialect and the accompanying CD were helpful.  I was also aware that Phil had studied the 
Jewish dialect last season when working on the character of Herr Schultz in Cabaret.  All 
of this meant that very little work would have to be done on my part, except to encourage 
his work and watch for any mispronunciations. 
 There was a good deal of work involved in the process of locating and studying 
prototypes for the vocal lives of the characters.  But there was also a good deal of fun 
involved in the process.  It was a good idea to leave the character inspiration choices in the 
hands of the actors because they then felt a deeper connection and responsibility in 
bringing the characters to life while honoring the memory of the work of the great stars of 
classic film. 
 
The Research Concludes 
 During the Christmas break I studied.  I read and re-read Withers-Wilson’s book.  I 
spent hours watching great classic movies – both those I intended to study for the actors’ 
vocal lives and others just to attempt to embrace the time period of the play as fully as 
possible.  There were also days I spent reviewing dialect materials and making them a part 
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of my own repertoire in hopes that my own mastery would aid the actors with whom I was 
working.  After weeks of research I felt I had a strong base from which I could proceed. 




CHAPTER 2:  Production 
 
 The Big Knife cast would be picked from all those students who auditioned for the 
2009 Spring mainstage season.  This was not the typical process for a show being 
produced on the Newdick stage, however with a faculty member directing this would save 
everyone the greatest amount of time and energy. 
 
Auditions 
 Dr. Pettiford-Wates included me fully in the casting process from the very 
beginning.  We spent two nights watching the mainstage auditions in hopes of finding our 
Hollywood stars and their employees.  I was impressed by the female talent we were able 
to see on those evenings.  What seemed lacking was a strong, viral male contingent that 
was required for the cast of The Big Knife.  We called back almost every man who could 
speak clearly and seemed to have a command of his creative strengths.  Although we were 
looking for 6men and 6 women, the number of women we called back was almost as large 
as the entire number of cast members needed. 
 With three shows being cast through this same set of auditions and callbacks we 
felt we needed to see as many students as possible so we were able to have numerous cast 
combinations depending on who the other directors wanted in their shows.  Being a non-
mainstage production it was decided that the people directing shows in Hodges Theatre 
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would be able to cast their first choices and then we would cast from the actor pool that 
remained. 
 Callbacks began on December 6, 2008 at 10am and were slated to be finished by 
dinnertime.  The promise of having people home by dinner became impossible to fulfill.  
The character relationships were important and the longer the day got the clearer it became 
we would have to see certain couples together in order to decide if that indefinable 
chemistry between them could be felt.  This meant we took a dinner break and came back 
an hour later to conduct further callbacks. 
 We watched numerous women attempt to embrace the black widow qualities we 
were looking for in Smiley.  Four female students auditioned for the role.  All four women 
performed admirably, but just couldn’t seem to exude the deathly power necessary for the 
character.  After seeing all four actresses it was clear that this role would have to be played 
by a man.  Eight men then took their best stab at the part.  It was clear these students had 
difficulty grasping the “clear cut killer” character.  Eventually it seemed Dallas Tollentino 
understood, basically, what this part was all about.   We knew that we would have to work 
with him, but there was an inkling of Smiley in him. 
 Our next major hurdle would be casting Dixie.  The other female characters seemed 
easy for the actresses to sink their teeth into and the casting of these roles was simple.  
Much like Smiley, the women being called back couldn’t quite seem to understand what 
this character was about.  Nine women were called back and all of them seemed to miss the 
complexity involved in playing the character.  They could play the energy and the youth, 
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but not the vulnerable, attack dog antithesis needed.  Eventually Marie Weigle struck the 
right chord and Pettiford-Wates decided to cast her.    
 The remainder of the cast seemed to fall right into place once those initial decisions 
were made.  Katie Dingle and Kirsten Riiber both read well for the role of Marion but 
Pettiford-Wates decided that Kirsten needed to play the role at this point in order to further 
her development as an actress.  Jacquelynn Rae Camden’s power and presence made her 
an excellent match for the over-the-top Patty.  This left Katie playing the troublesome 
seductress – Connie. 
 Decisions about some of the men were a bit more complicated.  It was obvious 
from the start that Pettiford-Wates wanted Trevor Dawkins in the role of Charlie.  Talk 
between the stage managers during callbacks gave rise to news of a possible conflict with 
the casting of The Glass Menagerie.   Both directors were considering Trevor for roles.  
Eventually word came through that the other show was considering a different actor for the 
role, thus leaving Trevor to us.  Luckily, this was the closest brush with casting conflicts 
that occurred during that time. 
 Another difficult male casting issue occurred with Brian Gartland and Phil Reid.  
Both men were being considered for two characters that seemed to be polar opposites – 
Nat and Marcus.  After watching them both read for each role I felt there was an obvious 
conclusion to draw.  Pettiford-Wates did not.  I felt that Phil R. came across too sweet and 
gentle to play Marcus.  Brian wasn’t auditioning for the character of Marcus as well as we 
might have liked, but I had a feeling he could find the character with some help from the 
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director and myself.  Eventually Brian seemed to grasp the idea of the character and gave a 
read with a strong character voice.  This sealed the casting choices for these two men. 
 From the first time Zach Jesse read the role of Buddy it was fairly obvious his 
understanding of the sycophantic quality of the character was clear.  This left Andrew 
Donnelly with the role of Charlie’s reliable best friend, Hank.  A major casting question 
became – who will play Dr. Frary?  The character has one scene and the actor playing him 
must be able to act age well.  Phil Vollmer had done lovely reads for numerous male 
characters but just didn’t seem to fit anywhere.  Pettiford-Wates decided to offer him the 
position of Assistant to the Director and have him play the role of the Doctor.  This would 
allow Phil V. to explore the directing work, which he enjoys, and still have the chance to 
stretch himself as an actor. 
 There was only one role left to cast – Russell.  This decision was almost entirely 
left up to me.  I took the two gentlemen whom we were interested in casting to another 
space and gave them a quick lesson in Standard British.  Then I had them read excerpts 
from the script and gave them some vocal direction to see how they would fare.  Both were 
able to do the dialect, but something more than a dialect was needed.  Matt seemed to 
understand and look the part, so I reported back to Pettiford-Wates that he was my top 
choice.  She agreed and also said she felt he looked more the part. 
 
First Read Through 
 Due to illness I missed the first read-through of The Big Knife.  It was held in the 
Performing Arts Center December 10, 2008.  Over the course of that day I tried to fight off 
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a migraine headache but had to stay at home because there was no fixing the problem.  I 
was heartbroken but I knew what had to be done over the Christmas break both for myself 
and the cast so I focused my energy on the future work instead of the regret. 
 The next rehearsal was February 2, 2009 on the second floor of the Shafer Street 
Playhouse.  This was my first rehearsal.  The cast was assembled, except for Dallas who 
was at a rehearsal for another show in which he was involved at the time.  You could tell 
everyone was excited to begin the work and share the research they had been working on 
over Christmas break. 
 Marley Monk, the stage manager for The Big Knife, began our rehearsal.  She 
reviewed many general announcements that are typical of a first rehearsal.  Marley 
discussed our schedule and the development of a contact sheet.  We would be rehearsing 
six days a week.  The weeknight rehearsals would run four hours long and the weekends 
would take eight hours.  The American College Theatre Festival would be happening 
during the first week of rehearsal so we would lose our stage managers and have a 
substitute stage manager during that period.  Also, our rehearsal space would change a 
number of times between our first rehearsal and the beginning of technical rehearsals.  This 
made me a bit nervous because I wanted to know that I could hear the actors easily in the 
space in which they’d be performing.  Sometimes this change of location can be a problem 
for actors.  They grow accustomed to the vocal energy it takes to be heard in the space they 
are in and then when they move they must learn a new level of work.   
 Once Marley finished her announcements Dr. Pettiford-Wates took the floor.  She 
began by discussing the front of house display that they were considering and how this 
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would require headshots from the actors.  They photographs would be taken by Margie 
Mills and be styled in the manner of 1940’s headshots.  There was also a small discussion 
about a movie trailer that would be created for the show and would play before the second 
act in the script.  The trailer would be for an upcoming Charlie Castle picture.  This would 
mean some minor work for me if Pettiford-Wates thought it necessary.  
 At this point Pettiford-Wates gave over the floor to the actors.  This was the point 
at which the cast shared their classic actor influences with one-another and the production 
team.  Some influences were discussed and others suggested as we considered everyone’s 
input important to the process.  [To review their choices please refer back to the “Deciding 
on a Prototype” section of Chapter 1.]  It was obvious they had been watching movies, 
researching and working hard over the Christmas break. 
 Also, at this time in the rehearsal, I circulated a sign-up sheet.  This was the actor’s 
opportunity to choose when they would spend time with me outside of rehearsal working 
one-on-one on the vocal life of the character.  I explained that during these times we would 
approach issues they were having vocally, review detailed notes on their vocal work, 
explore dialect work that might still be in need of attention and address any troubling 
issues.  Everyone eagerly attacked the sheet which made me even more excited about our 
one-on-one work. 
 After this discussion Pettiford-Wates went on to discuss the rehearsal process.  She 
works with a focus on the process.  She intended to break the script into segments, play 
with the ideas she and the actors wanted to try, give notes and then, depending on the 
success of the choices, try the segment again or move on.  At that moment in the first 
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rehearsal she wanted to run the entire show.  At this point there was no blocking, no 
ground plan and we were missing an actor.  This didn’t matter.  The cast and stage 
managers gathered approximations of set pieces and props, Pettiford-Wates helped them to 
layout a workable space and Matt was assigned to stand-in for Dallas.  I thought it was a 
crazy choice but I put my trust in our leader.  It turned out well and was very helpful to me.   
 The rehearsal allowed me to hear the actors in the midst of rehearsal without any 
focus on the voice.  They were concentrating so hard on getting words out in the correct 
order, getting on and off stage and improvising blocking that their vocal lives were at their 
most honest and unaffected.  Some of the actors who were comfortable trying dialects and 
strong vocal choices attempted to do so but for the most part they spoke naturally.  It was a 
fantastic opportunity for me to hear vocal issues that I might have to address. 
 The major problems I heard during this time were not very troublesome to me.  The 
advantage of working with a cast composed mainly of Fourth Year BFA actors is that their 
training is strong and many of their vocal quirks have been noted and addressed.  I did take 
note of the following issues: 
  Zach  -has trouble with vocal honesty through his voice; he’s trying 
    too hard to let us know everything he is feeling  
    -needs to work on simplicity and allowing the text to do  
    the work 
  Trevor  -nice start on the dialect 
    -needs to honor the punctuation 
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    -watch balance of dialect and dropping final  consonant  
    sounds 
  Jacquelynn -watch that her own dialect doesn’t surface in the long  
    vowel sounds 
    -good vocal instincts 
  Kirsten -good start on the Skinner based sounds 
    -needs to make sure she honors punctuation 
  Phil R.  -good work with the Jewish dialect 
    -be careful that the pacing isn’t too slow and monotonous 
    -watch final consonant consistency 
  Brian  -be careful of tensing the throat to achieve the vocal  
    quality desired 
    -we need to decide exactly what he wants to do with  
    the character’s vocal life 
  Katie  -the volume level needs to be louder for the theatre 
    -use the language and the sounds in the words to seduce  
    Charlie 
  Andrew -has a good instinct for the friendly, intellectual sound of  
    the character 
  Marie  -the dialect will need work 
    -good vocal energy 
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    -work on driving through the end of the line so it doesn’t  
    drop off  
  Matt  -decided he was working so hard playing two different  
    characters that notes could wait 
It was clear to me what vocal direction they were attempting but that they needed to make 
bolder choices.  I knew as they became more comfortable with the material that this would 
happen. 
 After attending our first rehearsal I felt that the actors were ready to move forward.  
They had obviously watched movies over their Christmas break and supplied the director 
and myself with actor examples on which to base their vocal work.  Those who would be 
working with dialects had both aural and visual materials that would aid them in learning 
those sounds that they weren’t as familiar with creating.  Everyone had been supplied with 
the Skinner materials so they could use that resource as they saw fit.  The combined 
research of all involved seemed to be successful.  The choices with which the actors were 
beginning their work were approved by the director.  Everyone was more than happy to 
share what they had gathered over the break and we readied ourselves to embark on a great 
journey into the golden age of Hollywood. 
 
Rehearsals Commence 
 After initial ideas were expressed and concepts were shared we moved into 
rehearsals.  I established early on that I would not be attending rehearsals focused on 
blocking but would continue to work one-on-one with actors outside rehearsals.  I had 
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already learned that during these times the actors are so focused on crossing the right way 
at the correct time that there is little attention paid to the vocal work. 
 In some cases a vocal coach can attend rehearsals and spend that time working with 
actors who aren’t onstage.  Unfortunately for me the way in which the actors were called to 
rehearsals was done so efficiently that those in attendance were being used a majority of 
the time thus allowing little time for work with me.  Also, with space limitations I would 
have to coach in my office.  This might have worked well when the evening’s rehearsals 
were in Shafer Street Playhouse but this was not always the situation.  I decided I could get 
more work done if I spent a half-hour to an hour once a week with each cast member 
outside of the time reserved for rehearsals.  I felt that the amount of work needing done 
could easily be accomplished in that amount of time. 
 The blog Marley established made it easy for me to keep up with the call times and 
focus of each rehearsal.  The only problem was that these decisions weren’t made until the 
day prior to each rehearsal so I didn’t know if I was attending rehearsals until the morning 
of that particular day.  This was a small sacrifice if it meant my not having to attend a 
rehearsal to find out if I was not needed.  This also kept everyone from having to check the 
callboard everyday and gave them no excuse to be confused about what was planned for 
the evening, especially since our day off during the week was not always the same. 
 During the first week of rehearsals I attended the run-throughs of larger sections of 
the script.  During these times I had a chance to see how the vocal choices were succeeding 
or failing.  Also, I had a clear idea of what I needed to work on with the actors during our 
one-on-one practice sessions.  About two weeks into the process, after the blocking and 
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review period concluded, I began to attend rehearsal six days a week.  It was at this point I 




 For me as a vocal coach it was in the individual sessions where I felt the most 
progress was made with the actors.  I enjoyed this time because it was all mine and I felt 
that the actors could devote their attention entirely to the vocal life of their character.  It 
was also here that we could discuss any problems they were encountering vocally and 
attempt to solve them.  I met with each cast member on a weekday of their choice for 
anywhere from a half hour to an hour once a week until technical rehearsals began.  This 
was a required element for all cast members. 
 I was pleasantly surprised when Trevor had contacted me before rehearsals began 
to set-up a one-on-one session.  Our first meeting was in my office on January 29, 2009.  
We discussed his concerns which included a desire to speak in a lower register than his 
own, a desire to keep the lower register placement steady and to keep the Brooklyn dialect 
consistent.  I was slightly concerned about his trying to adjust his placement without 
hurting his voice.  He wanted to do so because his actor inspiration, Robert Mitchum, had 
such a low vocal tone.  I planned to discuss this with Janet Rodgers, my advisor on this 
project.  The other advice I gave him was to concentrate on being the manly hero that was 
so characteristic of men of the 1940’s period.  I felt that this mind set might help him 
ground his voice and bring it down in placement.  Also, I instructed him to allow me 
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concentrate on the consistency of the dialect and to just enjoy using the vocal choice to 
help him achieve his objectives.  I knew these things would not be difficult for Trevor 
since he already knew what he wanted to work on and had obviously labored hard over 
Christmas break researching his character’s influence. 
 The next session I had was disappointing.  Matt Mitchell and I were set to begin 
work on his Standard British dialect February 4, 2009.  He did not show up for this 
session.  There was a rehearsal that evening that I attended and we talked over his absence.  
He was apologetic and we rescheduled.  This made me a bit nervous because I knew he 
had to learn a dialect which can be a great challenge to some actors.  The fact that Matt’s 
character had few lines made me feel a bit better about us accomplishing what we needed 
to accomplish in the time remaining. 
 On February 5, 2009 I had my first one-on-one session with Zach Jesse.  Zach and 
his vocal life were not new to me.  We had worked together on a production of Henry IV, 
Part 2 during the previous summer at Richmond Shakespeare.  I was not overly impressed 
with what I had seen but had high hopes because he was now working with Pettiford-
Wates.  The main problem for Zach seemed to be inspiration.   He claimed that the director 
had told him that ideas on which to base his vocal life on had been “wrong” and now he 
had to start over in his research.  The young William Macy seemed to be a good starting 
point to me but I don’t think Zach had done any research and couldn’t connect with this 
idea.  This left me with a frustrated actor that I already had my doubts about.  This was not 
a good situation.  I told him I’d go back to my own research and attempt to find an actor 
role model for him as long as he promised to do the same.  Also, because Zach’s character 
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wants to be liked so badly I thought an annoying vocal quirk would give us as listeners a 
reason to understand his lack of acceptability by the rest of the characters.  We discussed 
adding a touch of nasality to his sound.  Would this be just enough to make him stand out 
and maybe keep him from trying so hard to create a completely different vocal life from 
his own thus giving him less work and worry?  I hoped so.  I was also concerned with 
Zach’s rate of speech.  I’d noticed during our work together on Henry IV, Part 2 that he 
had a tendency to rush. 
 On this same day I was supposed to meet with Brian.  I was looking forward to this 
because I knew Brian would be able to take whatever ideas I had, meld them with his own 
and create a fantastic vocal life.  Unfortunately he did not attend his first session.  I did not 
make contact with him, assuming he would realize his mistake the next time he saw me at 
rehearsal like his fellow cast member Matt had done.  This was a mistake on my part.  The 
next week I was disappointed again when Brian did not show up.  I wrote him an email to 
remind him when our meeting was scheduled and also informed Pettiford-Wates that we 
had an attendance issue.  I assume she must have made it clear to Brian that this 
absenteeism would not be tolerated because the following evening Brian apologized 
profusely and swore he would never miss another session. 
 February 6, 2009 I first met with Kirsten.  She informed me that past issues she had 
dealt with were a lack of volume and lack of variety of pitches used when speaking.   The 
fact that she was so aware and quick to inform me made me feel secure in her dedication to 
the work.  A self aware actor means much less work for the coach.  She said that she was 
concerned about being able to balance the style of speech as well as to embrace the 
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intentions she would be playing.  I advised her to think of the Skinner speech style as a 
dialect that would be integrated with her base work.  Also, I encouraged her to use the 
slight sound changes to aid her in achieving her objectives onstage.  We decided that clear, 
Stage standard speech would vocally set her character apart from the other female 
characters in the show.  This dialect would make us, as an audience, side with her and 
support her on her journey through the show.  It was a productive meeting and I enjoyed 
her energy and obvious commitment to all the aspects of her work on this character.   
 As rehearsals progressed Kirsten’s mourning moment at the end of the show 
became an issue.  Pettiford-Wates wanted her to have a strong vocal reaction, offstage, 
when she discovered her dead husband, continue to keen as she entered the stage and 
began to straighten up the living room and then wail as the lights went out at the end of the 
show.   We discussed it in a one-on-one session and she confirmed that she knew how to 
do this vocally without hurting her voice.  As technical rehearsals began and there was 
more pressure for her to execute these moments she seemed not to understand what was 
being asked of her.  Since we were in the final week I had decided one-on-one sessions 
were no longer necessary so I discussed the process with her after rehearsal one evening.  
Pettiford-Wates joined this discussion and gave Kirsten an example of what she wanted to 
hear.  This seemed to inspire her and the next evening she timidly did as she was asked.  
With more time and encouragement I knew she would be able to do what the director 
wanted.  
 Later in my day I met with Andrew.  Once again I was faced with a self-aware 
actor.  He knew that he had a habit of speaking too quickly, dropping mid-consonant 
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sounds and the ends of words.  He also acknowledged that volume and articulation had 
been problems for him in the past.  I found it interesting that, in regards to his articulation 
and volume troubles, he claimed he would work on them until they no longer seemed to be 
a problem.  As he continued forward in his working, thinking the issues had been resolved, 
they would resurface.  Obviously the work he was doing did not make the use of 
articulation and volume enough of a habit so that he no longer had to work at it.  Andrew 
also knew he hadn’t found an actor on which to base his vocal work.  We discussed Clark 
Gable.  Gable always played these smooth men with great senses of humor that kept their 
feelings hidden from the world.  It seemed to me that Andrew’s character, Hank, was the 
sensitive type who covered his emotions with a quick wit.  Again, we discussed the 
Skinner based stage standard sounds and how to use this dialect to reflect his intelligence 
and set him apart from the insincere characters that surround the character of Charlie.  
Andrew’s use of clear sounds and crisp articulation would keep the audience trusting his 
character’s opinions and advice.   With another well trained, aware actor meeting me in my 
office I began to worry less and less about the vocal success of the show. 
 After my meeting with Andrew, Matt came to my office to make-up for our lost 
one-on-one session earlier in the week.  He again apologized for missing the original 
meeting and we started our work.  Being his instructor I knew most of the issues I would 
have to work on with Matt.  What I wasn’t absolutely sure of was the amount of work he 
had done with the dialect over Christmas break.  We discussed a resource material that 
Pettiford-Wates had suggested – Anthony Hopkins in the movie Remains of the Day.  This 
movie had been on the list of suggested viewing materials that I had placed in the actor’s 
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packets prior to break.  I did not remind him of this because I felt it was unnecessary but 
made it clear that I thought this was an excellent idea.  In fact, after we finished our 
meeting, we went to the VCU Library to see if it was available.  It wasn’t.  We reviewed 
the dialect material that I had provided and I asked him if he had any questions or 
concerns.  He told me he felt good about what I had supplied and he would attempt to find 
a copy of Remains of the Day for further research not only vocally, but for the 
development of his character. 
 The last actor I met on February 6, 2009 was Katie.  Again, this was a cast member 
I had was a student in my class so I was somewhat familiar with her vocal issues and 
habits.  She was forthcoming with the problems she felt she was struggling with vocally; 
talking from the back of her throat and swallowing words.  This could become a problem 
for Katie in playing this role because she must use her sexuality which could mean pulling 
the pitch and placement of her voice down and back to create that soft, sensuous sound.  
To combat this instinctual choice I advised her to go back to her vocal inspiration Eva 
Gardner.  The use of the numerous /s/ sounds in the text combined with Gardner’s 
musicality could still enhance the sexual element of the character Katie was playing 
without allowing her to give into old habits.  I also suggested she use her vowels to seduce 
Trevor’s character.  This would require her to move the sound more forward in the mouth.  
This mixture of all of these vocal elements seemed to be an idea that inspired Katie and she 
was ready to move forward with the work.  She admitted that acting in such a sexual way 
was something she anticipated as being a difficulty for her, but something she felt ready to 
explore. 
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 On February 11, 2009 I met one-on-one with Phil Vollmer for the first time.  The 
main concern Phil seemed to have was confusion about his character from an acting 
standpoint and not so much from a vocal one.  His notes from Pettiford-Wates were to play 
Dr. Frary as an old curmudgeon.  Phil felt he should play him as a kindly older gentleman.  
I knew it was my place to side with the director but I didn’t want the actor to think I was 
taking one side or the other so I tried to keep our conversation focused on the script and 
what that told us about the vocal life that we needed to create.  The question then became 
whether or not to attempt to add an aged sound to the character’s vocal life.  Yes, I knew 
that Phil wanted to do all he could to convince that audience he was playing an older man 
but I wasn’t sure he would be able to make this vocal element believable.  And was this 
element even necessary?  I told Phil I would check with Pettiford-Wates and Rodgers to 
get other opinions on this.  After these discussions we went on to explore the overly crisp 
articulation of consonants in each line of text to decide if this choice might give the 
character a sound of superiority.  We decided to attempt to combine this with the stage 
standard dialect hoping to achieve a “stuck-up” air for the character of Dr. Frary.  
Hopefully this would supply Pettiford-Wates with the sound she desired. 
 Also on the 11
th
 I met with Marie Weigle.  According to Marie, her major concern 
was the lack of allowing her breath to drop in when acting.  This could be the reason her 
character seemed less honest in rehearsal than others.  This lack of connection in her 
breathing mechanism was keeping her from truly getting in touch with the emotional truth 
of the character.  I noted that I would have to pay attention to this during rehearsal and in 
future one-on-one sessions.  We also discussed a suggestion Pettiford-Wates had given – 
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giving the character a notable laugh.  This seems like an easy task, but when told to do 
something like this on cue it can, for some actors, be difficult.  I suggested that a more 
well-established vocal choice might inform her laugh and not to focus too much on this 
task.  As for the character’s vocal life, I thought the most important thing on which to 
focus was dissecting this problem of why the character of Dixie continues to be rejected as 
an actress.  I was hoping Marie and I could find a vocal quality that would make it clear to 
the audience that Dixie would never be taken seriously as an actress.  My original 
suggestion was inspired by the character of Sally White from Woody Allen’s movie Radio 
Days.  Much like Marie’s character, this was a woman who has not been getting cast 
because of her annoying voice.  Giving the character a nasal quality seemed like a fun 
thing to explore.  I think I was more excited than Marie.  It seemed she felt that this quality 
would make her sound too over –the-top and would leave her performance completely 
unbelievable, but she never said this out loud.  I asked her to play with this idea and we 
ended our session.  As rehearsals progressed it seemed that the placement change was 
something the actress did not want to fully explore.  I also realized that we had missed a 
major point in the script that might give us an alternate avenue to explore in regards to 
annoying vocal qualities – a Boston dialect.   In the script the lines read as follows: 
  CHARLIE.  Listen … to Uncle Collie Dog.  Why don’t’ you go back to  
   Boston?  (2.1. 47) 
Why hadn’t I taken note of this sooner?  A strong Boston working class dialect along with 
its accompanying nasal resonance would make it obvious to anyone why the character of 
Dixie wasn’t being seriously considered for roles.  This was difficult for Marie to do at 
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first, but I had faith if she would trust in herself it would come across perfectly to the 




 I began work with Dallas Tolentino.  During a rehearsal earlier that 
week it had struck both Pettiford-Wates and me that the role of Smiley Coy should be 
played with an Asian dialect.  I felt that giving the choice to the actor of which Asian was 
important.  This would inspire him to work harder since the choice wasn’t assigned but self 
realized.  When we met in my office that day it was obvious I had made the right decision.  
Dallas’s family came to America from the Philippines so I thought he might explore his 
own roots for a dialect.  He said he had done so but felt the sound was too off-putting and 
decided to go in a different direction.  Dallas had begun watching old Bruce Lee interviews 
on “You Tube.”  Bruce Lee’s background included the areas of Hong-Kong and China thus 
giving him a fantastic Asian sound.  Dallas now had an actor who could and would 
influence his future work on the role.  We discussed trying to find students on campus or 
someone from the community who could supply us with a vocal sample from which to 
work.  After discussing this idea with Janet after she attended a rehearsal she thought there 
was no need for this.  From what she saw he seemed to be making well informed vocal 
choices that made it clear the character was of Asian descent.  I was happy because she 
was happy and so Dallas and I continued to work from Bruce Lee samples. 
    On February 12
th
 I met with Jacquelynn Camden to work on the vocal life for her 
character Patty.  She had obviously been working and researching so I decided to run the 
scene through a time or two so I could note any places she was losing her Hepburn inspired 
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sound.  It seemed that her vowels were the problem.  Her southern roots were showing in 
the work.  This was especially true of her /a/ vowels.  Once noted, however, Jacquelynn 
would stop and correct herself.  After being a VCU theatre student for almost four years 
she had learned her own voice well enough so that she was easily able to note the trouble 
she was having and correct the issue.  The unique northeastern and stage standard mix of 
sounds that Hepburn is noted for vocally were surfacing beautifully for Jacquelynn. 
 February 13, 2009 I met with Phil Reid to explore the progress he had been making 
on the Jewish dialect and to discuss any other issues he might be having vocally.  It 
seemed that, according to Phil and Pettiford-Wates, his major problem was not in being 
Jewish enough.  This was true both vocally and physically.  I suggested he invest some 
time in watching Woody Allen’s early work.  Allen has a distinct sound and physicality 
that tells the audience he is Jewish without a single ounce of doubt.  Once we discussed 
this we moved on to script work.  This way I could hear exactly how Phil R. was 
approaching the text and hopefully suggest ways he could make the sound more Jewish.  
From what I was hearing, Phil R. had a fantastic dialect that was working for him, for the 
most part.  What I was missing was a commitment to the ends of his lines rising in pitch.  
This could be considered a stereotype, but in this case I felt it would convince the director 
and our audience that the character truly is Jewish.  It was now up to Phil to embrace this 
note in rehearsals.  As I attended future rehearsals I noticed that the actor was not fully 
committing to the idea and thus we were left with more notes about a lack of “Jewishness.”  
I continued to tell Phil to commit to the choice and after a few more sessions of notes he 
did.  The concept succeeded, put into action by the actor. 
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 I had plans to meet with Sara Schmatz, our female understudy, much sooner in the 
process than I actually did.  We met on February 16, 2009.  As an understudy Sara’s work 
included preparation for all four female characters in The Big Knife.  This was a great deal 
of work for her so I was concerned that I not push her too hard outside of rehearsals.  In 
hopes that she would absorb their vocal choices and then make them her own I gave her 
enough time to watch the women who she was understudying.  Sara’s main concern was 
grasping the vocal life of the character Dixie.  This had been difficult for the actress to do 
so I anticipated Sara might have just as many difficulties.  Luckily I was wrong.  I had her 
read through Dixie’s scene with me and she had an excellent grasp on the dialect.  Sara is 
from the northeast so this ease in picking up the dialect made sense.  She also had a fairly 
strong grasp on the placement of the sounds in her mouth.  The only difference I heard 
between the actresses was the presence of Sara’s chest resonance.  Sara’s natural resonance 
would still creep in causing a lower pitch, which made her sound more grounded and 
earthy than the actress who was playing the role.  The only other concerns I had were 
Sara’s lack of honoring punctuation and the lack of final /d/ and /t/ sounds.  Before we 
finished our sessions I asked if she had any other concerns but Sara felt that she had a good 
grasp of the various vocal lives she might have to play.  Since Sara was one of my students 
I knew she had a strong base from which to work and we ended our session. 
 Future one-on-one sessions with all of the cast members only increased the level of 
security that they all felt in their choices and left me with less and less to worry about.  As 
we progressed, the sessions became more about specific notes that I had made during the 
runs of large sections of the script or about reviewing certain dialect sounds that were 
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inconsistent.  Before I had the opportunity to give notes usually the cast members were 
able to tell me what they needed to work on.  Also, I made sure to review Pettiford-Wates’ 
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CHAPTER 3:  Performance and Post Production 
  
 The time had come.  All of the work, research and rehearsing lead up to this.  The 
show was opening.  We would run the show February 26, 27, 28 and March 1, 2009.  
During technical rehearsal the music that ran through a few of the scenes was a bit too loud 
for the actors to speak over and I was concerned.  But I had faith in the actors and our crew 
to do their best to solve the technical problems and to produce a great show.  
 
Opening Night 
 As the audience entered Shafer Street Playhouse on February 26, 2009, via a red 
carpet reaching out to the sidewalk, smiling faces beamed back at them.  Headshots of the 
entire cast, including our understudy, hung on the wall lit by a spotlight.  There was a 
table, much like you would see in a dressing room, littered with chocolate and flowers.  
Phil V. and Sara acted as ushers and were dressed impeccably.  Those attending that 
night’s performance were encouraged to wear clothes inspired by the 1940’s and some 
embraced this idea fully.  It was exciting and you could feel the audience’s anticipation.   
 It was this anticipation that let loose a frenzy of my own insecurities.  I felt I was 
more nervous than any of the actors.  I no longer had control.  Would all of the technical 
elements work?  Would the actors’ voices be heard over the music?  Would they lose their 
dialects to nerves?  Would those actors who had a habit of speaking too quickly let their 
speech get away from them?  There was only one way to find out – the lights dimmed and 
the show began. 
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 The first actor to enter the stage was Zach Jesse.  Though his work had improved 
while working with Pettiford-Wates and myself he could have been clearer.  I spent had 
many hours with Zach attempting to improve his vocal work with quirky choices, playing 
with placement and discussions of dialects but had made very little progress.  In the end he 
still seemed slightly disconnected from his role and I was disappointed.  Opening night 
was no different and I’m almost sure that this disengagement from the character happened 
because of his lack of true connection to his breath.  In fact, I noticed while watching the 
playback of the show that he seemed to be out of breath during many of his scenes.  His 
breathing always looked and sounded labored as if he’d been working extremely hard.  I’m 
not sure how I missed this during the process.  Could it have been nerves? 
 Matt Mitchell entered next and I was proud of all the work he had done.  Not only 
did he have to concentrate on delivering a consistent dialect but he was responsible for 
handling a great number of props with numerous exits and entrances.  The nerves of 
opening night did get to him and some of his vowels were a bit different from what they 
had been on the previous evenings, but overall his vocal work was clear, well-supported 
and the dialect was consistent.  With a single year of vocal training supporting his work, I 
feel he will only flourish in his next two years at VCU. 
 The next actor to enter was Trevor Dawkins and I had no worries about his work.  
His dialect choices had been strong and consistent.  Since he was a more experienced actor 
I wasn’t worried that opening night nerves would affect his vocal performance and I was 
proven correct.   His delivery was strong and clear and if I hadn’t known better I would 
have sworn he was from Brooklyn. 
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 Another seasoned actor arrived onstage moments later, Jacquelynn Rae Camden.  
With her strong vocal choices and amazing stage presence I couldn’t take my eyes or ears 
off her.  She was an entertaining, frightening powerhouse and everything one would expect 
from the character of Patty Benedict.  Her southern vowel issues had long since 
disappeared and she used the stage standard sounds to achieve her objectives beautifully.  
Opening night jitters didn’t tempt her to return to old habits and I was very pleased. 
 Kirsten arrived onstage next and took the audience on a fantastic journey.  She 
executed the Skinner mode of speech brilliantly and was easy to hear from the back of the 
house.  The lack of vocal variety that she had previously executed replaced with a lovely 
assortment of notes spanning her entire speaking range.  Her strong acting and voice work 
left the audience laughing, crying and in the end mourning with her when her husband 
committed suicide.  The vocal and acting work that Pettiford-Wates had done with the 
preparation and execution of her final moment onstage paid off beautifully.  It was an 
amazing performance. 
 Phil Reid was the next to appear before the audience and he did excellent work.  
Here again was an example of a more experienced actor taking stage with grace and 
confidence.  His jovial laugh and upbeat energy was not only a part of his acting, but his 
voice work as well.  He had worked hard to bring the energy and pitch of the endings of 
his lines up while driving forward.  It had been a struggle convincing him that this would 
not make him sound like a stereotype.  His dedication to this choice was successful and the 
vocal concept of which he was so frightened had become an integrated aspect of the 
character’s vocal truth. 
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 The next person to enter was Brian Gartland, accompanied by Dallas Tolentino.  It 
was this entrance that I was greatly anticipating since these were two actors who had made 
bold vocal choices and I was interested to listen to the audience reactions.  The 
combination of vocal and acting choices caused a great deal of laughter from the crowd 
when Brian would speak.  It was nice to know that the audience was enjoying his work and 
I’m sure Brian felt that way too.  I would have liked him to have spent more time 
committing to working on his vocal choices outside of rehearsals.  If he had done so, I 
think the vocal choices might have become more than just another layer of the character 
and would have gone beyond that to become a truly integrated aspect of the complete 
picture of a man.  I feel this was also true of Dallas.  He had learned a great deal about the 
dialect and how to execute it well.  But if we had made the choice sooner and had had 
more time to explore, we, as an audience, may have felt what he did was more complete 
and honest.    
 Katie Dingle was the next to enter and I knew that her vocal work would be 
enjoyed by all.  Her ability to embrace the language and sounds in the words had done her 
a great service.  Her investment in the words turned them into a kind of electricity that 
sparked her fellow actors and the audience.  She had managed to bring the sounds forward 
in her mouth and out of her throat.  She had accomplished her goal of overcoming her own 
vocal obstacles.  Instead of shying away from the sexual power of her character she 
embraced it physically and vocally.  Opening night she used her work to accomplish the 
character’s goals and seemed to enjoy every moment.  As an audience member I felt I was 
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peering into something that belonged behind closed doors; something I should not be 
seeing. 
 As I became more and more relaxed regarding my own insecurities, I watched 
Andrew Donnelly enter for the first time.  His concern about rushing the language came to 
mind as he joined the scene and I worried that his opening night nerves would affect his 
rate of speech.  Luckily his articulation work was so well engrained that though he had 
moments that were a bit too quick for me, I felt that he was still understood by all.  In his 
scene in the second act, the work he had done took over and he seemed to become more 
comfortable.  His rate of speech slowed so he could use his language to achieve his 
objectives.  The final scene between him and Trevor brought tears to my eyes knowing I 
was watching the final moment between two old friends that meant everything to one 
another.  The two actors onstage had done so much work on the vocal lives of their 
characters I felt that I was no longer watching actors but the men they were embodying. 
 There was no way one could miss the next entrance.  It was Marie Weigle’s.  Her 
squeal of Charlie’s name that opened the scene made some people jump in their seats 
because they were so surprised.  The weeks of work on the dialect, placement of her sound 
and struggles with integration of those elements came to a stunning head in a wonderfully 
enjoyable scene.  I had almost allowed Marie to abandon attempting to combine these two 
aspects of her work when she seemed to give up on herself.  I’m happy that I talked this 
over with Rodgers and that she told me to keep pushing the actress in the direction I 
wanted her to go.  Once I saw the final product on opening night, I’m glad I took her 
advice.  I don’t know if Marie ever truly believed in what she was doing but I think the 
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audience reaction to her gave her confidence that her choices were right and that she 
executed them well.  We both learned a great deal by working on this character. 
 The final actor to complete the cast with his entrance was Phil Vollmer as Dr. 
Frary.  The large number of his fellow classmates in the audience really enjoyed seeing 
him in the funny costume he wore.  His physical and vocal choices were not as truthful as 
the remainder of the cast, but were executed well.  It is a quick and difficult scene for a 
young actor and I feel he did his best.  I’m still in the process of deciding exactly what 
could have been done to present the vocal life of the character in a more truthful fashion. 
 
Conclusion 
 The most important thing I learned while working on The Big Knife was self –
confidence.  This was true not only regarding myself but the cast with which I was 
working with as well.  It’s amazing how much improvement is evident when just that one 
element is added to a performance or to coaching. 
 As I started working in the Pedagogy Graduate program at VCU I wasn’t sure I’d 
ever be ready to teach or coach.  As I started my first project I felt much of what I did was 
pure instinct and had no basis in anything I had learned in a classroom or read in a book.  I 
confessed to Janet that I wasn’t sure I’d be ready to teach in my second year, as most 
graduate students do.  I had no confidence.  As I had more opportunities to coach, observe 
others, teach OxyRhythms and substitute for my colleagues I became more comfortable.  
Many sessions discussing my problems and insecurities with my fantastic mentor Janet 
also helped.  It was at this time I thought I just might be able to handle a class of my own. 
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 After spending a year going from being an insecure first year graduate to a more 
secure, excited second-year I began to see I was having more of an effect on my students 
and those I was coaching.  More directors were taking me on to vocal coach and I even had 
a few student requests for help.  It was my confidence in myself that turned the tide for me.  
I still had moments of doubt and insecurity but I felt I could handle whatever was thrown 
at me. 
 In the case of The Big Knife I saw this in all the actors I worked with.  The more 
experienced, secure actors seemed to embrace taking vocal risks from the first rehearsals.  
Others had to be coaxed along.  In some one-on-one sessions I found myself spending 
more time listening to these actors expressing their insecurities than actually coaching their 
vocal choices.  Luckily those I did work with all ended up finding that well of confidence 
inside themselves and their performances were everything I hoped they’d be and more. 
 While reading “The Fervent Years”, by Harold Clurman, I came across a 
description of Odets.   
  It was precisely through his abnormality, Odets insisted, that the actor 
  functioned.  This tendency to nurse his own oddities, combined with a  
  shadowy life he seemed to be leading and an occasional sally into a highly 
  charged but vague verbiage in the form of letters and sundry pieces of  
  writing, might have led me at the time to set him down definitely as a  
  strange young man. (67)  
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This quote made me wonder about how Odets saw himself and how he felt about his own 
work.  Had he already gone through his bout of confidence struggle or had he embraced it 
and become the Odets that Clurman wrote of in his book? 
 Now that the experience has ended and I’ve wiped away tears of pride and joy I 
know we’ve all walked away from this experience as better artists.  I was sure I’d be 
writing about all the technical things I’d learned through this process but now I see I’ve 
found something more.  The Big Knife gave me a stronger sense of who I am and the many 
talents I have to share as an artist, a coach and as a teacher.  I cannot wait to continue on to 
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Letter of Instruction to the Cast of The Big Knife 
 
Dear Cast of The Big Knife, 
Congratulations!  After watching callbacks I am so excited to be working with each 
and every one of you.  I think we’re going to have a fantastic show. 
Of course this means a good deal of work on your part.  As the vocal coach I think 
it would be fun for all of us to revive the 1940’s vocal style.  At the time Hollywood was 
using Edith Skinner’s method of speech training.  This has become an outdated mode for 
us and so we aren’t as familiar with this technique.  I’ve included in this packet a vowel 
chart which differs slightly from what you’ve learned here at VCU.  Please take time over 
the break to study and become familiar with these changes.  For those of you who find the 
IPA to be more of a hindrance than a help I’ve supplied you with a list of outstanding 
movies from the 40’s in hopes that you can learn by ear. 
What I would like to do is have each of you watch as many of those movies as you 
can over the break.  Yes, enjoy the fun of the 40’s!  But while you’re enjoying the blast 
from the past take notes.  Write down the rhythms, placement, rate of speech, tone, quality 
and any other vocal specifics you hear.  In these films you’ll find specific character types 
that may match with yours in the show.  Feel free to steal the choices those actors are 
making and then interpret them for your own character.  Yes, this may seem untruthful and 
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affected at first but with time and work it will become just another part of your character.  
Much like any dialect or accent work would. 
Some of you have been assigned a dialect – Phil R., Brian, and Matt.  I’ve supplied 
you with a CD and some paperwork that should help you out.  Also, if you check the 
movie list you’ll see a section near the end devoted to your specific accents.  Please contact 
with ASAP with questions or concerns.  Make sure you take it all the way so we can then 
pull it back and make it specific. 
I’d like to meet with each of you to discuss your choices once we return from 
break.  Look for an email from me in regards to this the first week of next semester.  Also, 
I’ll be creating a slang dictionary over break and attempt to find out as much as I can about 
those unfamiliar phrases and words many of you have. 
Please contact me if you have any questions, concerns or have any thoughts you’d 
like to share.  Exploring this style should be a great opportunity for us all and I can’t wait 
to see what you come up with!  Have a great Holiday Season and I’ll see you next 
semester. 
     -Melissa Carroll-Jackson 
  





List of Suggested Movies for Viewing 
 
1949 Oscar Notes: 
DIRECTING 
 All the King's Men -- Robert Rossen  
 Battleground -- William A. Wellman  
 The Fallen Idol -- Carol Reed  
 The Heiress -- William Wyler  
* A Letter to Three Wives -- Joseph L. Mankiewicz 
 
ACTOR 
* Broderick Crawford -- All the King's Men {"Willie Stark"}  
 Kirk Douglas -- Champion {"Midge Kelly"}  
 Gregory Peck -- Twelve O'Clock High {"General Savage"}  
 Richard Todd -- The Hasty Heart {"Lachie"}  
 John Wayne -- Sands of Iwo Jima {"Sergeant John M. Stryker"}  
 
ACTOR IN A SUPPORTING ROLE 
 John Ireland -- All the King's Men {"Jack Burden"}  
* Dean Jagger -- Twelve O'Clock High {"Major Stovall"}  
 Arthur Kennedy -- Champion {"Connie Kelly"}  
Ralph Richardson -- The Heiress {“Dr. Austin Sloper”} 
James Whitmore -- Battleground {“Kinnie”} 
 
ACTRESS 
 Jeanne Crain -- Pinky {"Pinky"}  
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* Olivia de Havilland -- The Heiress {"Catherine Sloper"}  
 Susan Hayward -- My Foolish Heart {"Eloise Winters"}  
 Deborah Kerr -- Edward, My Son {"Evelyn Boult"}  
 Loretta Young -- Come to the Stable {"Sister Margaret"} 
 
ACTRESS IN A SUPPORTING ROLE 
 Ethel Barrymore -- Pinky {"Miss Em"}  
 Celeste Holm -- Come to the Stable {"Sister Scholastica"}  
 Elsa Lanchester -- Come to the Stable {"Miss Potts"}  
* Mercedes McCambridge -- All the King's Men {"Sadie Burke"}  
 Ethel Waters -- Pinky {"Granny"} 
 
BEST MOTION PICTURE 
* All the King's Men -- Robert Rossen Productions  
 Battleground -- Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  
 The Heiress -- Paramount  
 A Letter to Three Wives -- 20th Century-Fox  
 Twelve O'Clock High -- 20th Century-Fox 
 
WRITING (Motion Picture Story) 
 Come to the Stable -- Clare Boothe Luce  
 It Happens Every Spring -- Shirley W. Smith, Valentine Davies  
 Sands of Iwo Jima -- Harry Brown  
* The Stratton Story -- Douglas Morrow  
 White Heat -- Virginia Kellogg  
 
WRITING (Screenplay) 
 All the King's Men -- Robert Rossen  
 The Bicycle Thief -- Cesare Zavattini  
 Champion -- Carl Foreman  
 The Fallen Idol -- Graham Greene  
* A Letter to Three Wives -- Joseph L. Mankiewicz  
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WRITING (Story and Screenplay) 
* Battleground -- Robert Pirosh  
 Jolson Sings Again -- Sidney Buchman  
 Paisan -- Alfred Hayes, Federico Fellini, Sergio Amidei, Marcello Pagliero, 
Roberto Rossellini  
 Passport to Pimlico -- T. E. B. Clarke  
 The Quiet One -- Helen Levitt, Janice Loeb, Sidney Meyers 
 
*material above was collected from the website for the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
OTHER CLASSIC 1940’s PICTURES: 
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington 
The Philadelphia Story 
Citizen Kane 
The Maltese Falcon 
Casablanca 
Double Indemnity 






The Blue Dahlia 
The Women 
Harvey 
Bringing Up Baby 
His Girl Friday 
Adam’s Rib 
Woman of the Year 
The Man Who Came to Dinner 
Arsenic and Old Lace 
Golden Boy 
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington 
Casablanca 
Great Expectations 
Laurence Olivier's Hamlet 
Little Women 
All About Eve 
Citizen Kane 
White Heat  




Laurence Olivier's Hamlet 
Little Women 








Remains of the Day 
My Fair Lady (Higgins) 
A Room with a View 
Howard’s End 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (Branagh’s Version) 
Much Ado (Branagh Version) 
The Madness of King George 
Star Trek (Patrick Stewart) 
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels (Caine) 
License to Kill (Dalton as 007) 
…British cont’d 
Monty Python (make sure not to get the wrong class here) 
Four Weddings and a Funeral (Grant) 
 
NEW YORK – JEWISH 
Funny Girl 
Brighton Beach Memoirs 
Torch Song trilogy (Harvey Fierstein) 
Quiz Show (John Turturro’s character) 
Hairspray (the original with Jerry Stiller) 
Seinfeld (George’s parents) 
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